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This policy should be read in light of our Mission Statement that states: 

                       ‘At St. Joseph’s, we live, love and learn by the example of Jesus’ 

This policy provides  

 Guidance to new colleagues  

 A benchmark against which the standards of all can be measured  

 A framework to inform decisions on standards taken by individual(s)  

 

Rationale  

 All staff must dress in a manner that reflects professionalism  

 All staff are models for the learners in the school, therefore they have a responsibility to 

model appropriate dress and appearance  

 The image that we project as professionals is associated with how we present ourselves; the 

image of the school in the community is related to how all adults in the school dress. It is 

therefore important to dress and groom appropriately when acting in a professional capacity 

and with due regard from any conclusions parents/visitors may draw from your appearance  

 

Information for all staff  

 Clothing must be professional attire, not casual wear  

 Male staff must wear a shirt, tie, trousers and shoes  

 Female staff must wear a smart formal top/blouse/dress/skirt/trousers and shoes which may 

include boots in cold weather and sandals in summer (subject to Health And Safety 

requirements).  

 All staff must wear their name badges/ID  

 

The following may be helpful in clarifying what is and is not appropriate: 

 No denim  

 No flip flops  

 No excessively revealing clothes  

 No sports t-shirts (apart from PE lessons)  

 No shorts (except for PE lessons)  

 No inappropriate footwear ie: flip flops and trainers (except for PE lessons)  

 Ladies tops may be sleeveless but should not be ‘strappy’ (i.e. have narrow shoulder straps) 

or be strapless  

 No extreme hairstyles  

 Any tattoos should be covered if possible 

 Any cropped trousers must be formal and tailored  

 

Staff should wear clothing appropriate to their work area. If you are supplied with a uniform or 

overalls for your role with the school then you must wear these whilst carrying out your duties.  

Mindful that we are examples to our learners, all staff are required to dress and present themselves 

appropriately.  

 

Trips/Residential and INSET days 

Own clothes suitable to the event are appropriate but still setting a professional example and 

standard. 
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